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Teaches

Intermediate Level II
Super Star Online

Syllables: Open and Closed
R-controlled Vowels
Vowel Spellings
Three Letter Blends
Ending Blends
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Regular & Irregular Plurals
Complete Sentences
Writing A Friendly Letter
Reading Comprehension
Spelling

Learn the Words

The "Learn the Words" sections help build vocabulary
and allow the students to see and hear how the words
are formed by sounds, syllables and in a sentence.
Students place their cursor over the word the hear the
name and sound of the word. They place their cursor
over the sounds in the word to hear each of the sounds,
they can also move their cursor through the sounds to
blend out the sounds of the word. They place their
cursor over the syllables to hear the sounds of the
syllables. The word is then presented in context in a
sentence, the student can place their cursor over each
word to hear that word and they can click on the
sentence icon to hear the sentence read at normal
speed. At the end of the "Learn the Words" is a Speed
Round . The Speed Rounds are one minute timed tests
of the words and their use in the lesson.

Features

User Friendly
Super Star Motivation an
and
Tracking System
Appropriate for all ages, ESL and
Special Needs Education
Appropriate for Intervention
Target ages 7-11, Grades 2-6

Activities and Games

Unique

Help Me 2 Learn products feature an easy-to-use navigation system that is user
friendly. Phonics 2b uses a unique combination of interactive
story/presentations, "Learn the Words", Speed Rounds, activities and games to
fully engage students in each of the lessons. The presentations, activities and
games are all tied together with our "Super Star" system that rewards the
student, motivates them to complete the parts of the lesson and tracks each
students progress in a colorful and easy to understand report. Once a student
has earned a few bronze, silver or gold stars, they want to keep on going until
they have earned all of the stars.

Interactive Lessons: Story/Presentations

The instruction is presented in an interactive story format so that the students
remain engaged while they build a story and the lesson. The stories star the
"Super Star Kids" and are mini movies, except in these movies the student is
involved in making selections and answering questions. From "The Revenge of
the Brocolli" to the "Plurals Palace", the stories will engage while instructing the
students. Students are not penalized for for getting a wrong answer in this
section. Once the student completes the story/presentation, he/she will earn a
gold star. These gold stars are very easy to earn, but the idea is to let the
student earn some gold stars to help encourage them to earn all of the gold
stars. Once a presentation is complete, students can review the material using
the fast forward and rewind buttons.

Online: PC, MAC & Chromebook
Phonics 2b is included in any subscription to Super Star
Online. Compatible with Windows, MAC and
Chromebook computers. Requires Flash browser and
fast internet connection.

Teachers' and Admin Features

A Teachers' and Parents' section includes the following:
a) An explanation of the Super Star System
b) Print pages for all of the activities (there are
numerous activity print pages)
c) Pre-test and Post-test*
d) Student Management and Administration with class
reports
e) A school wide course usage report
f) Teachers' and Site Admin Online Resources Course

"Your Kids will Love Learning
with Super Star"
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Help Me 2 Learn Company
toll free: 1-800-460-7001
sales@helpme2learn.com
www.helpme2learn.com

Phonics 2b uses a wide variety of activities and games
to throughly engage the student, make learning fun,
and give the student ample practice using the concepts
presented in the lesson. The games of Phonics 2b are
some of the most exciting and challenging games
available in educational software. They not only test the
knowledge of the lesson but employ the use of gaming
skills. A quiz is offered as a option for students who find
the game too challenging. Students earn a bronze star
for completing the activity or game, a Silver Star for
completing with compentency, and a Gold Star for
mastery of the game and lesson.

